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Given the key role of funding in supporting terrorist operations, counterterrorism efforts—in particular, the subfield of counterterrorism finance (CTF)—often focus on tracking the flow of money through bank accounts and preventing financial transactions that might be used to support attacks and other terrorist activities. However, the success of CTF strategies in reducing terrorist access to fiat (i.e., government-issued) currencies has raised concerns that terrorist organizations might increase their use of such digital cryptocurrencies as Bitcoin to support their activities.

Bitcoin is both a protocol for securely storing and transmitting tokens (virtual coins) and the name of the unit of value in the system. Bitcoin revolves around a public ledger called the blockchain, which is maintained by an online peer-to-peer network that tracks transactions and maintains a complete history of verified transactions. Media reports have outlined the notion that some, or even many, terrorist organizations have unlimited, untraceable sources of digital money, such as Bitcoin, which will be used to undermine the successes of CTF.¹ Policymakers also have raised concerns about terrorist use of digital currencies.²


However, the challenge posed by cryptocurrencies extends beyond Bitcoin. Many new cryptocurrencies have emerged in the past few years, including such alternative currencies (altcoins) as Omni Layer (MasterCoin), BlackCoin, and Monero, which are touted as more private and secure than Bitcoin. Zcash is another cryptocurrency that offers a higher degree of privacy and provides the potential ability to use and transfer currency offline, which could make it difficult for law enforcement to trace illicit transactions. Other cryptocurrencies have been proposed, including Hawk, which would allow fully private contracts and transactions on the Ethereum blockchain. Like Bitcoin, the Ethereum blockchain is a distributed computing platform and operating system.

There is thus a great need to understand the full potential for terrorist use of cryptocurrencies, including options for identifying and tracking their use, the sophistication and technological capability of terrorist groups, and the potential for such use to increase in the future, given expected technological developments.

This report focuses on two key questions. First, we aim to understand whether terrorist groups are currently using cryptocurrencies to support their activities and, if not, why they are not using such currencies. Second, we want to understand what properties of new and future cryptocurrencies, such as the potential for improved anonymity and high-volume transactions, would make them more viable for terrorist use—that is, more difficult for law enforcement to identify and track. To answer these questions, the research team conducted an extensive literature review of scholarly works and news reports on terrorist organizations, terrorism finance and economics, and cryptocurrencies. In addition, the team interviewed current and former members of the intelligence community and law enforcement engaged in CTF. The team used these data to identify several major areas in which terrorist groups require financing, whether for supporting major attacks or providing for day-to-day operations. These data also were analyzed to identify similarities and differences among major terrorist groups with respect to their uses of finance for their activities. Finally, the properties (i.e., strengths and weaknesses) of major and emerging cryptocurrencies were identified and compared with terrorist finance requirements.
How Are Terrorist Groups Currently Using Cryptocurrencies?

In order to understand the potential for terrorist use of cryptocurrencies, it is useful first to consider the broader question of how terrorist organizations use money and then to identify needs and opportunities for such use. We examine terrorist organizations’ use of money in three parts: receipt, management, and spending. In particular, we identified several subcategories for terrorist use of money, which we outline in Table S.1.

All of these categories pose significant challenges to terrorist organizations’ use of cryptocurrencies: Large receipted sums are difficult to manage or spend anonymously, and cryptocurrencies still require infrastructure to manage and spend. We see little current evidence of the adoption of cryptocurrencies by terrorist organizations or the motivation to do so, but that very well might change as countermeasures shut off funding and as the cryptocurrency technology changes.

Potential for Cryptocurrencies to Facilitate Terrorist Finance Operations

Whether and how terrorist organizations would use a cryptocurrency system depends on the available technology and its properties, as well as on the organization’s needs and capabilities. Newer cryptocurrencies might emerge with properties that terrorist organizations find

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Name</th>
<th>Components of Activity in Finance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>Receipt of support from donors, especially cash support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal drug and arms trafficking</td>
<td>Income source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remittance and transfer of funds</td>
<td>Sending or receiving funds to support organizational activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack funding</td>
<td>Direct purchase of materiel to support terrorist attacks and financial support of attack operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational funding</td>
<td>Use of funds to support the terrorist organization on a day-to-day basis, including general security, communications, and management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
more attractive than those of currently available cryptocurrencies. For instance, if a future cryptocurrency provides better anonymity than Bitcoin for large-sum transactions and is more widely adopted than Zcash, then terrorist organizations might be willing to employ that currency for specific activities. Thus, it is important to look at individual terrorist groups to analyze what they would need from cryptocurrencies and compare those needs with the properties of available cryptocurrencies.

We considered a set of useful examples: specifically, al Qaeda and affiliates, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS),³ Hezbollah, narcoterrorist organizations, and lone-wolf attackers. Although these groups differ in their goals, their need for anonymous, secure, and ready streams of funding make cryptocurrencies of some potential value to them. For these groups, we examined five financial activities (fundraising, illegal drug and arms trafficking, remittance and transfer of funds, attack funding, and operational funding) and evaluated the importance of cryptocurrency properties in facilitating these activities. These properties are anonymity, usability, security, acceptance, reliability, and volume. By anonymity, we mean the ability to hide and protect the identity of the user. Usability refers to the ease with which the user can conduct transactions and manage his or her own currency. Security refers to the degree to which the cryptocurrency infrastructure secures the confidentiality, integrity, and accuracy of transactions and user accounts. By acceptance, we mean the degree to which the currency is accepted by a user community as well as the size of the community of users. Reliability refers to the speed and availability of transactions, as viewed by users. Finally, volume refers to the time-averaged aggregate size of transactions in the cryptocurrency infrastructure.

No cryptocurrency uniformly offers these features to terrorist organizations; in particular, security of current cryptocurrencies is

---

³ The organization’s name transliterates from Arabic as al-Dawlah al-Islamiyah fi al-‘Iraq wa al-Sham (abbreviated as Da’ish or DAESH). In the West, it is commonly referred to as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Sham (both abbreviated as ISIS), or simply as the Islamic State (IS). Arguments abound as to which is the most accurate translation, but here we refer to the group as ISIS.
probably inadequate for terrorist organization needs. Our assessment is shown in Table S.2. Each box is scored and shaded as of “critical importance” (gray), “moderate importance” (light gray), or “lesser importance” (white).

Security in the cryptocurrency infrastructure is of moderate to high importance for terrorist organizations, yet current cryptocurrencies are vulnerable to a variety of cyberattacks. Even newer currencies that are thought to improve security are subject to significant scrutiny, and new security vulnerabilities are discovered over time.

When we consider all our assessments together, including other important properties, such as reliability and volume of the cryptocurrency market, we find that no current cryptocurrency can address all of the terrorist organizations’ financial needs. However, we note that such cryptocurrencies as Bitcoin, particularly with improved usability, could be appealing to use in fundraising, and some evidence is emerging that terrorist organizations might be using cryptocurrencies for this purpose. Thus, we conclude that current cryptocurrencies generally are not well matched with the totality of features that would be needed by and desirable to the terrorist groups examined but might be employed for selected financial activities.

### Table S.2
Assessment of Terrorist Finance Activities with Respect to Cryptocurrency Properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fundraising</th>
<th>Illegal Drug and Arms Trafficking</th>
<th>Remittance and Transfer</th>
<th>Attack Funding</th>
<th>Operational Funding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Anonymity</strong></td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Usability</strong></td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Security</strong></td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acceptance</strong></td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reliability</strong></td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Volume</strong></td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What Properties of Future Cryptocurrencies Would Make Them More Viable for Terrorist Use?

The utility of cryptocurrencies in the future as both terrorist methods and the cryptocurrencies themselves develop is unclear. Nonetheless, several recent advances in cryptocurrencies will facilitate their use by the most sophisticated groups that threaten terrorism against Western countries, and the use of cryptocurrencies will be especially enabling for actors that already engage in transnational fundraising and criminal activities. Our research shows that, should a single cryptocurrency emerge that provides widespread adoption, better anonymity, improved security, and that is subject to lax or inconsistent regulation, then the potential utility of this cryptocurrency, as well as the potential for its use by terrorist organizations, would increase. Even if no such currency emerges, there will be some use by terrorist groups, but the extent of that use will depend on the currency’s viability. In particular, factors that tend to discourage use include continued instability and infighting in the cryptocurrency community, cooperation between international law enforcement and the intelligence community, and developments in regulation and enforcement.

Conclusion

Concerns about the use of cryptocurrency to enable terrorist activities have yet to manifest, but coming improvements in cryptocurrency technologies will likely have a significant long-term effect on terrorism finance. The speed at which these technologies are adopted, and the details of which technologies are used and how they are deployed, are critical uncertainties that have important operational impacts. This analysis suggests that regulation and oversight of cryptocurrencies, along with international cooperation between law enforcement and the intelligence community, would be important steps to prevent terrorist organizations from using cryptocurrencies to support their activities.
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9/11</td>
<td>September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AQI</td>
<td>al Qaeda in Iraq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTF</td>
<td>counterterrorism finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDoS</td>
<td>distributed denial of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FATF</td>
<td>Financial Action Task Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP</td>
<td>internet protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Islamic State of Iraq and Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>nongovernmental organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Terrorists require significant funding to carry out attacks and other activities. Indeed, there is reason to believe that, if terrorist groups were better funded overall, there might be more-frequent, more-successful, and larger attacks.¹ There are several reasons that support this belief. First, more funds for operations would presumably lead to increased funding for the structures that enable these attacks, which include recruiting and training attackers and inspiring potential lone wolves. Second, groups facing less monetary pressure (i.e., those that are better funded) also might be more willing to take risks, such as larger or riskier attacks.² Lastly, and perhaps more contentiously, increased funds can be used directly for additional and larger attacks. It might be difficult to directly link increased funds to terrorist attacks, although in specific documented cases, “the literature often describes shortages of cash as a problem for terrorist operations.”³ It is therefore plausible that the relative lack of attacks, and especially the lack of higher-cost large attacks, is partly because of overall funding constraints.

Since the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks (9/11), law enforcement agencies have developed and implemented several successful approaches for preventing the flow of fiat (i.e., government-issued) cur-


Cryp\textit{t}ocurrencies to terrorist groups. In particular, as intelligence and counterterrorism agencies have identified finance strategies employed by terrorist organizations, they have been able to curtail terrorist fundraising.$^4$

However, the success of counterterrorism finance (CTF) strategies in reducing terrorist access to fiat currencies has raised concerns that terrorist organizations might increase their use of such digital cryptocurrencies as Bitcoin to support their activities.$^5$ Bitcoin is both a protocol for securely storing and transmitting tokens (virtual coins) and the name of the unit of value in the system. Bitcoin revolves around a public ledger called the \textit{blockchain}, which is maintained by an online distributed network of computers that track transactions and maintain a complete history of verified transactions. Any user of the system can participate in all aspects of its operations, including all transactions, and no single participant has control. To support anonymity and transaction ownership, Bitcoin transaction participants are identified by a unique string of random numbers rather than by a name or other personal information.

Furthermore, the challenge posed by cryptocurrencies extends beyond Bitcoin. Many new cryptocurrencies have emerged, all with differing properties tailored for different audiences, some of which might align with terrorists’ needs. These include such other alternative currencies (“altcoins”) as Omni Layer (MasterCoin), BlackCoin, and Monero, which are touted as more private and secure than Bitcoin and therefore are seemingly tailor-made for illicit activities.$^6$ Another cryptocurrency is Zcash, which uses transactions that are not identified by any owner, thereby offering a higher degree of privacy. Zcash also offers a higher degree of privacy, which could make it even more difficult for law enforcement to trace illicit transactions and could be extended to

---

$^4$ For instance, U.S. banks are required to verify the identities of account holders (e.g., “know your customer”) and report large or suspicious patterns of transactions.


allow offline use and transfer of the currency. Other types of cryptocurrencies have been proposed, including Hawk, which aims to allow fully private contracts and transactions on the Ethereum blockchain. Like Bitcoin, the Ethereum blockchain is a distributed computing platform and operating system.

Increased use of cryptocurrencies by terrorists could undermine the successes of CTF. Although terrorist organizations have sometimes been reluctant to adopt new methods when old methods are effective, CTF pressures can create incentives for terrorists to innovate, as we have seen in other domains.\(^7\) We might expect terrorist groups to expand their use of cryptocurrencies in cases where their access to alternative financial systems is limited, or where cryptocurrency provides significant benefits over alternatives.

Some research has been conducted on the use of cryptocurrencies by criminals and terrorist organizations, but such research has largely focused on Bitcoin and other first-generation cryptocurrencies (with some notable exceptions).\(^8\) Policymakers also have focused more attention on terrorists’ potential use of digital currencies, including Bitcoin. For example, in January 2018, a bill was introduced in Congress to ask the U.S. Treasury Department to “prioritize the investigation of terrorist and illicit use of new financial technology, including digital curren-

---


cies,” among other provisions. There is thus a great need to understand the full potential for terrorist use of cryptocurrencies, including options for identifying and tracking their use, the sophistication and technological capability of terrorist groups, and the potential for such use to increase in the future, given expected technological developments.

Focus of This Report

This report focuses on two key questions. First, we aim to understand whether terrorist groups are currently using cryptocurrencies to support their activities and, if not, why they are not using such currencies. Second, we want to understand what properties of new and future cryptocurrencies, such as the potential for improved anonymity and high-volume transactions, would make them more viable for terrorist use—that is, more difficult for law enforcement to identify and track.

Despite little indication that cryptocurrencies are currently a significant factor in terrorist finance, we expect that several recent advances in cryptocurrencies will facilitate their use by the most sophisticated groups that threaten terrorism against Western countries, and that the use of cryptocurrencies will be especially enabling for actors that already engage in transnational fundraising and criminal activities.

Methodology

The research team conducted an extensive literature review of scholarly works and news reports on terrorist organizations, terrorism finance and economics, and cryptocurrencies. In addition, the team interviewed current and former members of the intelligence community and law enforcement engaged in CTF. The team used these data to identify several major areas in which terrorist groups require financing, whether for supporting major attacks or providing for day-to-day

---

operations. These data also were analyzed to identify similarities and differences among major terrorist groups with respect to their uses of finance for their activities. Finally, the properties (i.e., strengths and weaknesses) of major and emerging cryptocurrencies were identified and compared with terrorist finance requirements.

**Organization of This Report**

Chapter Two discusses how terrorist organizations use money and identifies needs and opportunities for such use, while Chapter Three describes the limitations of current cryptocurrency systems. Chapter Four discusses several technical attacks that could be used to thwart the use of cryptocurrencies by terrorist organizations. Chapter Five identifies factors that can increase or decrease the future viability of cryptocurrencies for terrorist use, and Chapter Six presents our conclusions. The appendix provides a short primer on cryptocurrencies.
In order to understand the potential for terrorist use of cryptocurrencies, it is useful first to consider the broader question of how terrorist organizations use money and identify needs and opportunities for such use. Based on conceptual models used in previous research,\footnote{Jayesh D’Souza, *Terrorist Financing, Money Laundering, and Tax Evasion: Examining the Performance of Financial Intelligence Units*, New York: CRC Press, Taylor and Francis Group, 2012, especially chapters 1–4; Colin P. Clarke, *Terrorism, Inc.: The Financing of Terrorism, Insurgency, and Irregular Warfare*, Santa Barbara, Calif.: Praeger Security International, 2015; and Michael Freeman and Moyara Ruehsen, “Terrorism Financing Methods: An Overview,” *Perspectives on Terrorism*, Vol. 7, No. 4, August 2013.} we consider three parts of terrorist organizations’ use of money: receipt, management, and spending. For each, we discuss variation among different groups, outline some current pressures, and note whether there are significant funding constraints that might prompt the use of alternative methods, such as cryptocurrency (e.g., because of law enforcement pressure).

This analysis implies a potentially troubling avenue for cryptocurrency use in the short term: the use of cryptocurrency to help fund attacks more easily than is done today with fiat currencies. Although terrorist use of darknet markets for acquiring weapons is a troubling possibility, it is unlikely that cryptocurrency would be used to directly purchase equipment for an attack.\footnote{Giacomo Persi Paoli, Judith Aldridge, Nathan Ryan, and Richard Warnes, *Behind the Curtain: The Illicit Trade of Firearms, Explosives and Ammunition on the Dark Web*, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, RR-2091-PACCS, 2017.} Instead, attackers in Western countries could convert funds in cryptocurrency accounts into fiat cur-
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Monies, drawing on either funds provided by a central organization or crowdfunding, which would be a convenient way for the terrorist organization to supply funding to the attacker. Of course, many cryptocurrency exchanges are subject to banking regulations for suspicious activities, so it may still be difficult to withdraw large amounts of cash. Nonetheless, should a poorly regulated cryptocurrency emerge, it would provide an attractive avenue for terrorist organizational transactions, such as accepting donations or financing activities.

Receipt

Oftedal notes that the most-common sources of terrorist funding are state sponsorship, charitable or personal donations, illegal activities (including drug trafficking and other smuggling and fraud, extortion, and petty crime), and legal sources (such as salaried employment, legitimate businesses, and personal or credit-based loans). A group’s choice of source varies greatly according to availability and group preferences and may evolve over time. The success of intelligence and law enforcement agencies in constraining the ability of terrorist groups to raise money can lead terrorist organizations to search for alternative fundraising methods, which in turn leads authorities to develop new countermeasures.

For instance, as outlined by Johnston and colleagues, the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) previously generated almost all of its funding from its control of territory. Funding sources included taxa-

---

3 Oftedal, 2015.

4 The organization’s name transliterates from Arabic as al-Dawlah al-Islamiyah fi al-‘Iraq wa al-Sham (abbreviated as Da’ish or DAESH). In the West, it is commonly referred to as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Sham (both abbreviated as ISIS), or simply as the Islamic State (IS). Arguments abound as to which is the most accurate translation, but here we refer to the group as ISIS.

tion, sale of natural resources (especially oil), appropriation of government assets in ISIS-controlled territory, and so-called “spoils” and looting (e.g., historical artifacts, cars, and anything else confiscated). ISIS engaged in little fundraising or illegal fundraising activities outside its territory. More recently, however, ISIS (mimicking al Qaeda) has shifted toward illegal fundraising activities and home-grown sources of funding, whereas Hezbollah increasingly relies on Iranian funding because its illegal revenue sources (such as drug smuggling) have been choked off.6

Cryptocurrencies might aid terrorists in the receipt of funding through various means. For example, although public support for these groups represents a minority view throughout much of the Muslim world, it is not inconsequential. Thus, if Sunni supporters are not donating as much to terrorist groups as they did in the past because of an increase in the legal and financial risks involved in doing so, it is plausible that a sufficiently robust, secure, and anonymous cryptocurrency could re-enable donations as a significant source of terrorist financing. Supporters might donate their own cryptocurrencies or use cryptocurrencies to transfer funds through broker intermediaries. Over the past decade, the dismantling of finance networks supporting al Qaeda has vastly reduced its funding. However, some support might have shifted to alternative methods of funding jihad, either through supporting ISIS or finding other outlets. The total amount of such donations to specific organizations is not fixed: Even if funding from so-called “deep-pocket donors” is somewhat fixed, the distribution of these funds varies over time. An economic approach to the question of how much support is given to terrorist groups would show that a giver’s willingness to donate can be reduced by an increase in the perceived level of risk to the giver. Conversely, this willingness can increase according to the perceived impact of the funds.7


7 The authors are grateful to our RAND colleague Eric Larsen for this insight.
The sale of illegal goods and drug trafficking also may be critically assisted by cryptocurrencies, and the darknet markets that play a significant role in cryptocurrency economies already make this possibility plausible. It is currently unlikely that some types of trafficking of concern (such as in antiquities and weapons) would be conducted easily on these forums. Other trafficking, especially for drugs, is already occurring extensively on darknet markets, but it is unclear whether terrorist groups are involved, in part because these markets are not yet used heavily in the areas of the world where terrorist groups engage in drug trafficking.

Management and Transfer

Once funds are generated, terrorist organizations must manage their money. If the money received is not yet under the direct control of the terrorist organization or if it cannot be transferred because of operational security concerns, money laundering and other transfer mechanisms may be used. This is more critical for groups that rely on external funding and less critical for primarily territorial groups, such as ISIS, which have few external sources of funds, and for smaller groups or lone-wolf attackers that self-fund. Hezbollah, which relies more heavily on state sponsorship, has access to banking systems in Iran and Libya, while al Qaeda and affiliates generally must use other methods.

As noted earlier, Western governments have significantly increased the enforcement of anti-money laundering regulations since 9/11. In addition to affecting fundraising, this increased enforcement has significantly reduced the ability of terrorist groups to rely on formal banking, especially money transfer services, an expansive category that can include digital transfers, prepaid instruments, and mobile payment systems.8 These regulations now directly target terrorist use of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and charities. Informal transfer systems

---

and false trade invoicing have been targeted because of their use by al Qaeda, Hezbollah, and other groups.\textsuperscript{9}

Freeman and Reuhsen provide a useful list of the ways in which terrorist organizations transfer money, including “cash couriers, informal transfer systems (e.g., hawala), money service businesses, formal banking, false trade invoicing, and high value commodities.”\textsuperscript{10} Lindholm and Realuyo add NGOs and charities; prepaid instruments; mobile payments; and virtual payments, such as cryptocurrencies.\textsuperscript{11} The attributes that Lindholm and Realuyo list as important considerations for money transfer methods apply to cryptocurrencies. These are anonymity, usability, security, acceptance, reliability, and volume. We will discuss these considerations further in Chapter Three, but they also are worth considering as aspects of management and transfer.

Although all of these attributes are important to terrorist organizations, transaction volume is particularly critical at present because, while the total daily transaction volume for Bitcoin is more than $1 billion, most transactions occur within a few specific countries and are either internal funds transfers or settlements between known parties. Large transactions may therefore be difficult—and noticeable. This creates a potential trade-off for Bitcoin users between volume, cost, risk, and speed. Large fund transfers via Bitcoin that occur quickly would require the purchase of enough bitcoin to be noticeable by authorities, creating risk, and would change market prices, increasing costs. Other cryptocurrencies can offer more anonymity but are orders of magnitude smaller in volume compared with Bitcoin. The solution to this problem would be to move funds in smaller amounts incrementally, slowing the process and creating risks because of both the volatil-
ity of the currency and exchange rates and the potential for discovery by authorities.

In addition, there are significant hurdles to the usability (that is, convenience and simplicity) of cryptocurrencies for transferring funds. Use of cryptocurrency has become easier, but it still requires a significant level of technological sophistication, especially if transactions are done securely and without compromising anonymity. The eventual transfer of money to the less developed regions in which terrorist groups operate is also challenging, as we discuss further below.

Management of funds by terrorist organizations also can be challenging with regard to cryptocurrency. As noted by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), large organizations rely on relatively sophisticated financial infrastructure with multiple levels of management, reporting and accounting, and financial planning. Johnston and colleagues explain that terrorist organizations under attack, like ISIS, must pay attention to the robustness of their financial systems to limit or prevent losses of personnel, sites, or records. Cryptocurrencies may not be well suited to this type of robustness, because loss of technological expertise or loss of access to the cryptographic keys could lead to a complete loss of the funds. Thus, it seems unlikely that these groups would want to maintain balances or manage their money via cryptocurrency in the near term, as discussed in Baron et al.

**Spending**

Finally, terrorist groups spend the funds they have collected. For our purposes, we can differentiate between operating costs and costs to

---


13 Johnston et al., 2016.

produce violence. Both categories typically are funded by the same mechanisms.

Different terrorist groups will budget differently based on their needs and goals, and the operations to track and disrupt the activities of such groups will have different effects, depending on the choices made. It is difficult to separate licit operations and expenses, such as salaries and social services, from clearly illicit spending, such as terrorism recruitment and training, because of the lack of information about and the close relationship between these activities, and especially because the legitimate activities create incentives and inducements to illegal actions.\(^{15}\) For example, operating costs, such as propaganda, recruitment, salaries, and social services, indirectly contribute to an organization’s ability to produce violence, making such activities a useful target for CTF. Spending by terrorist groups is more difficult now than in the past, largely because of CTF operations, which potentially makes alternatives like cryptocurrency more tempting for these groups.

Most terrorist groups are currently constrained in their ability to use cryptocurrency because of the limited acceptability and usability of these currencies in the regions in which terrorist groups operate. Even if a group receives and manages these funds, they cannot easily be used to pay for expenses where vendors and members expect cash, either in stable currencies like dollars and euros, or in local currencies. For instance, few Bitcoin ATMs exist in the Middle East, making it difficult to exchange bitcoins for fiat currencies. Bitcoin ATMs tend to be more prevalent in Europe and the United States, where local banking and currency laws provide something of a deterrent to illicit use.

The potential critical exception is direct operational costs for overseas attacks by affiliates of the al Qaeda network or independent cells like those inspired by ISIS, which are hard to disrupt via CTF. Most cells in Europe and North America appear to be self-financed, and many centrally directed cells are partially self-financed as well.\(^{16}\) This may be because most attacks have been relatively cheap:


\(^{16}\) Oftedal, 2015.
significant majority of attacks have cost less than $10,000, the U.S. bank reporting threshold for suspicious activities.\textsuperscript{17}

\section*{Terrorist Organizations’ Current and Future Needs for Cryptocurrency}

The question of whether and how terrorist organizations would use a cryptocurrency system depends on the available technology and its properties, as well as the groups’ needs and capabilities. Newer cryptocurrencies may emerge with properties that terrorist organizations find more attractive than those of currently available cryptocurrencies. For instance, if a future cryptocurrency provides better anonymity than Bitcoin for large-sum transactions and is more widely adopted than Zcash, then terrorist organizations might be willing to employ that currency for specific activities. Thus, it is important to look at individual terrorist groups to analyze what they would need from cryptocurrencies and compare those needs with the properties of available cryptocurrencies.

In our analysis, we identified five categories of terrorist organization finance activities: fundraising, illegal drug/arms trafficking, remittance/transfer, attack funding, and operational funding:

\begin{itemize}
\item Fundraising is required by terrorist organizations to support all other activities, including purchase of weapons, payrolls, supporting attacks, and other operational activities. As noted earlier, fundraising can have a variety of sources, including nation-states, charities, and individual donors.
\item Illegal drug and arms trafficking can be a source of income to support the terrorist organization.
\item Remittance and transfer activities are required by terrorist organizations to support the cash needs of their members and associates, including payroll and operational or other support expenses.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{17} Oftedal, 2015.
• Attack funding activities support terrorist attacks and can include weapons purchases or other operational expenses.
• Operational activities support general security, communications, and management of the organization and its finances.

We summarize these financial activities in Table 2.1.

Using the structure described earlier in this chapter to categorize terrorist groups’ use of funds (receipt, management and transfer, spending), we considered what is known about how funds are used by specific organizations. In this brief review, we look at al Qaeda and its affiliates, ISIS, Hezbollah, narcoterrorist organizations, and lone-wolf attackers. These entities were chosen for their representative differences. For each group, we review both typical and historical funding mechanisms that may encourage changes and the ways in which some of the pressures—such as increasing successful counterterrorism actions or the loss of income sources—may be promoting those changes.\(^{18}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Name</th>
<th>Components of Activity in Finance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising</td>
<td>Receipt of support from donors, especially cash support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal drug and arms trafficking</td>
<td>Income source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remittance and transfer of funds</td>
<td>Sending or receiving funds to support organizational activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack funding</td>
<td>Direct purchase of materiel to support terrorist attacks and financial support of attack operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational funding</td>
<td>Use of funds to support the terrorist organization on a day-to-day basis, including general security, communications, and management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{18}\) Of course, these groups are not static and, as Zarate notes, “Terrorist financing for the broader Sunni violent extremist movement . . . was reliant . . . on key donors and donations.” And the financing is likely to be ongoing, “a generational struggle . . . with supporters of terrorist causes in the Arabian Gulf” (Zarate, 2013, p. 83). We expect new groups, and similar groups that are omitted from this analysis, to pursue funding in similar ways.
With the continued focus on CTF, we expect the financing strategies of terrorist groups to become more diverse in both expected and surprising ways in terms of their sources and uses of funds. For each example, we will describe specific areas of concern for the use of cryptocurrency and more-general causes and indications of pressure on group finances.

The history of repeated adaptations and the evolution of terrorist groups provide exemplars of how funding changes occur via adaptation and innovation. Generally, the recent successes in CTF have led to new terrorist sources of funds that are less vulnerable to interception. Because of the availability of viable solutions, terrorist organizations may be less likely to adopt new technologies. At the same time, new countermeasures that cut off funding sources would promote the use of innovations in terrorists’ funding streams, perhaps including the adoption of cryptocurrencies. Put another way, we see little current evidence of the adoption of cryptocurrencies by terrorist organizations or the motivation to do so, but that might change as countermeasures shut off funding and as the cryptocurrency technology changes.

Al Qaeda

Before the post-9/11 crackdown on al Qaeda, the organization was heavily funded by donations and Islamic charitable funds (primarily Zakat, but also Sadaqah). Much of this funding was done through such informal but legal channels as the hawala network; formal channels, including traditional banks; and illegal but hard-to-trace movements of cash. The U.S. government was successful in tracing funds across these different channels and bringing criminal charges against those that were involved in terrorist finance. This effort was largely successful in cutting off funds by both dissuading participants and shutting down many of the channels involved.

However, the extent to which Zakat fundraising for al Qaeda came from individuals intending to support terrorism or from funds misdi-

---

19 Zakat is an obligatory annual payment made under Islamic law that is used for charitable and religious purposes, while Sadaqah is a voluntary contribution made under Islamic law that is used for the same purposes.
rected from legitimate charities is unclear. Some funding was clearly from those intending to promote terrorism: “Donors . . . were often not just passive contributors, but demanding investors in a cause.”

If a large number of foreign supporters were interested in supporting a terrorist group, it is possible that sufficiently secure and anonymous cryptocurrencies would be a critical re-enabler of this funding stream by providing a channel for sending the money, and potentially by ensuring the anonymity and safety of the funders.

As is typical for an organization that is threatened, al Qaeda was forced to adapt or lose “market share” to other groups. Both of these events occurred: Following the crackdown on early al Qaeda funding streams and the military crackdown against its operations, the group began morphing into a more distributed movement, with funding streams that adapted to the different circumstances and opportunities available to the group. As Zarate explains, “Two years after 9/11 . . . our enemies [i.e., terrorist financiers] were beginning to adapt to the global pressure on the financial networks.”

Similarly, “Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghrib (AQIM) . . . mastered the kidnapping-for-ransom business” and “the Al-Qaeda affiliate in Somalia, Al-Shabaab, created the most diversified and innovative funding method, a combination of taxes and checkpoint fees, diaspora remittances, and a charcoal trade-based money laundering scheme.”

These primarily territorial methods foreshadowed the evolution of al Qaeda in Iraq (AQI)—which “siphoned oil, extorted businesses, and robbed banks”—into ISIS, with its further focus on territorial funding.

**ISIS**

ISIS has been primarily funded internally since its founding. In addition to utilizing methods pioneered and developed by its predecessor

---

20 Zarate, 2013, p. 80.
21 Zarate, 2013, p. 108.
organization, ISIS took advantage of its territorial control to expand on these methods. ISIS’s heavy reliance on territory, however, has left it vulnerable to more-traditional military and economic statecraft, blockades, being cut off from access to oil markets, and the like. Because of its significant isolation from international banking systems, ISIS has been even more reliant on cash—to the extent that U.S.-led attacks have been able to target physical storehouses of cash reserves. Of course, this type of pressure can encourage the use of alternatives to cash.

The worsening financial condition of ISIS, along with its military losses, has many plausible outcomes, which is a recipe for further evolution. ISIS’s transformation is ongoing, and the future needs and abilities of the group depend critically on the outcome. For example, despite ISIS’s current violent opposition to many other terrorist groups, it might engage in occasional collaboration in illicit financial activities, leading to the further spread of innovative ways to evade CTF methods. We saw this feature of ISIS’s transformation when it emerged from AQI, and it is perhaps more similar to the way Hezbollah diversified while its mainstay funding sources were under pressure, which we discuss further in the next section. This uncertainty makes monitoring and investigating the current and future financing activities of terrorist groups especially important.

**Hezbollah**

Hezbollah historically relied heavily on state funding from Iran, supplemented by income from international illegal activities and fundraising from sympathizers. State funding waned during the heavy sanctions regime against Iran, but during the suspension of sanctions (until the end of 2018), state funding was restored. Of course, newer sources of funding are unlikely to be abandoned.

The diverse sources that Hezbollah currently draws on include its own “dedicated entity specializing in worldwide drug trafficking and money laundering,” as well as relationships with supporters and crimi-

---

nal organizations around the world that collaborate with or directly fund the organization.\textsuperscript{25} Because of this diversity of funding sources, Hezbollah draws on the full gamut of criminal enterprises, from petty crime inside the United States, like “food stamp fraud, misuse of grocery store coupons, and sale of unlicensed T-shirts,” to extortion in West Africa, to drug trafficking and fundraising in South America.\textsuperscript{26}

Hezbollah’s wide reach has made it a participant in the ongoing transfer of technology to other groups, primarily through training and supplying groups targeting Israel, but also through collaboration and trade with any convenient group, from the Hong Kong Mafia to otherwise archrival Sunni groups.\textsuperscript{27} These relationships of convenience make it likely that Hezbollah will be among the first terrorist organizations to use and spread new technologies.

Kickstarter-like funding has been pursued by groups in Gaza, perhaps serving as an example of technology and methods transfer.\textsuperscript{28} Hezbollah subsequently ran a similar campaign.\textsuperscript{29} Although these funding campaigns do not necessarily use cryptocurrency, the contact information is obtained via a signal address and the method of transferring funds would presumably need to be international and surreptitious, so cryptocurrency would be a good fit.

**Narcoterrorist Organizations**

Narcoterrorist organizations primarily rely on the narcotics trade for funds, although they are opportunistic about other sources of funds.

\textsuperscript{25} Levitt, 2016.
\textsuperscript{29} Daftari, 2017.
Although such groups are only marginally similar to the other groups we consider, their position in relation to those groups makes them a potential conduit for newer funding and money laundering methods.

Narcoterrorist groups have been under constant pressure from the international community for decades. Such pressure has resulted in an arms race of methods in smuggling, fighting, and finance and CTF. For these organizations, the potential for adaptation is less about sudden pressure than it is about new opportunities.

One troubling possibility is that there is potential for vertical consolidation in the illicit drug markets. This is an area where cryptocurrencies have already made significant inroads, although more in intranational retail markets than transnational smuggling, where narcoterrorists have historically been more active. In general, when organizations can eliminate intermediaries, their businesses become significantly more profitable. In this case, eliminating some of the middlemen might lead to a drastic reduction in risk for these groups because coordination is difficult and competition is brutal.

The primary potential digital avenue for narcotics traffickers to consolidate and cut out middlemen is by accessing darknet markets. These markets are already expanding as a mechanism for the distribution of drugs intranationally in many consumer countries and are used to facilitate international narcotics trade to a lesser extent.\(^{30}\) This shift seems natural as an extension of current markets but could be a significant change for these organizations. It is unclear to what extent this may already be happening.

**Lone-Wolf Attackers**
Western citizens who are inspired by international terrorist groups are mostly self-financed and have not used fundraising in the past.\(^{31}\) However, lone wolves and those traveling to join ISIS have raised funds via


appeals to their friends, raising the possibility that similar fundraising methods could use cryptocurrency and expand to funding attacks. It is plausible that financial support from outside organizations would be a force multiplier for the types of semi-directed attacks that ISIS has recently promoted.

Although cryptocurrency is not yet a viable way for this funding mode to be syndicated widely, this could change if technical barriers to use diminish. The diminishing technical barriers in cryptographically secure communication have led to new strategies for remote direction and supervision of these “independent” attacks. Groups that currently attempt to direct attacks via secure conversations could instead pay for supplies remotely, or even order the supplies to be delivered to the would-be attacker, which would require much less initiative on the groups’ part.

Conclusion

As of this writing, there is little indication that terrorist organizations are using cryptocurrency in any sort of extensive or systematic way. There are, however, lone-wolf actors and loosely associated groups that are likely to attempt, or are already attempting, to use these systems. This is likely true regardless of the wisdom of doing so, as shown by the ill-informed (and ill-fated) claims of Ali Shukri Amin. On the


34 In a grossly misinformed article, Ali Shukri Amin, writing under the pen-name Taqi’ul-Deen alMunthir, claimed that darkwallet allowed “totally anonymous” use of bitcoin, which would be accomplished if users “simply . . . set up a wallet and post their wallet address online” (Taqi’ulDeen alMunthir, “Bitcoin wa Sadaqat alJihad: Bitcoin and the Charity of Violent Physical Struggle,” blog post, originally on Al Khila Faharidat Wordpress blog, 2014).

other hand, despite claims to the contrary, there are “still only a small number of publicly-documented and confirmed cases of TF [terrorist finance] involving VCs [virtual currencies].”\(^{35}\)

However, neither the technology nor the groups are static, and this might change the dynamics in the future. The incentives for finding alternatives discussed in this chapter are important, but the technical properties of cryptocurrency systems, as described in Chapter Three—which argue against the use of these systems by terrorist organizations—are likely to change in more-varied ways. This could make successful use of these technologies easier or harder. The question of whether terrorist organizations will use these systems is dependent on the available technology, as well as on these groups’ needs and abilities. We will discuss these issues further in the remaining chapters.

In this chapter, we examine possible reasons for the current limited use of cryptocurrencies for organizational financing among terrorist groups. To do this, we examined six properties of these currencies that are limiting their use: anonymity, usability, security, acceptance, reliability, and volume. By anonymity, we mean the ability to hide and protect the identity of the user. Usability refers to the ease with which the user can conduct transactions and manage his or her own currency. Security refers to the degree to which the cryptocurrency infrastructure secures the confidentiality, integrity, and accuracy of transactions and user accounts. By acceptance, we mean the degree to which the currency is accepted by a user community as well as the size of the community of users. Reliability refers to the speed and availability of transactions, as viewed by users. Finally, volume refers to the time-averaged aggregate size of transactions in the cryptocurrency infrastructure.

We describe these properties in the context of cryptocurrencies and discuss each with respect to terrorist use. Although we discuss each property individually, we recognize that the properties are closely linked. For example, anonymity would be boosted if the currencies were easier to use securely, or if the volume were much greater, making terrorist use less conspicuous. Similarly, volume would increase if the currency were accepted in more places and were more reliable for consumers.

For a brief primer on the cryptocurrencies discussed in this chapter, please see the appendix to this report.
Anonymity

How anonymous a cryptocurrency is depends on many factors, both operational and technical. To understand this concept, we focus first on Bitcoin and then discuss differences in other systems. Recall that both Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are, in a technical sense, not “owned” by people or institutions. Instead, cryptocurrencies are controlled by whoever has the (assumedly secret) cryptographic private keys to which the funds were sent. For example, if the owner of a key gives the private key to another person, the new person could spend the money, but so could the first person if they kept a copy of the keys. The owner of a key can be identified only by the corresponding public key. For this reason, Bitcoin is frequently called pseudonymous because identities are masked by the keys, but this is somewhat misleading. The owner of a key could be well known if they publish their public key to allow others to send them money, and even if not, they could be identified using a variety of methods, which we describe further below.

For example, if someone were to use a single public/private key pair for all of their transactions (known as “key reuse”), it would be relatively easy for an observer to discover their identity: The person who spent 10,000 bitcoins from the public key “1XPTgDRhN8RFnzni-WCddobD9iKZatrvh4” on a now-famous pair of pizzas on May 22, 2010,1 demonstrating the first real-world purchase using bitcoin, is the same person who sent 1,300 bitcoins to “1DvSvCnRsHdraf76PnD-1j58wAcUFnhTauxJ” on November 15, 2010.2 The fact that the first transaction is tied to the person’s real-world identity means that the second transaction is as well. This would be an operational failure for anonymity; key reuse is discouraged by the Bitcoin community, and public discussion of the accounts involved makes tracing the transaction on the public blockchain trivial.

Even without any key reuse between transactions, it is possible to find users who control multiple accounts because the outputs are used


together for a single purchase. Reid and Harrigan, who first performed this type of analysis, note many other threats to Bitcoin user anonymity that can potentially identify users, including temporal data, off-network information, internet protocol (IP) address data, and other side channels.\(^3\) There has been much work on “deanonymization” using a variety of methods, and even transactions that are not yet able to be deanonymized are plausibly susceptible, given future (or nonpublic) capabilities.

Users can mitigate some of these technical threats to anonymity, as well as threats to the security of the currencies, by using techniques that are built into some newer Bitcoin applications or by taking steps to use Bitcoin more anonymously, such as using coin “mixing” to hide ownership or obfuscating IP addresses. Recent research focuses on countering various Bitcoin tumbling schemes that remix coins and make identification more difficult, including the TumbleBit scheme, which is compatible with Bitcoin today.\(^4\) Many such methods can be used by the technically proficient, if they are willing to find tools for doing so and are comfortable verifying that the tools are secure. However, defending against all threats requires significant technical knowledge and following best practices very consistently; new methods for deanonymizing users, such as CoinJoin Sudoku, continue to be developed.\(^5\)

Additionally, many potential operational methods of evading detection, like using TOR to hide IP addresses when using Bitcoin, have subtle flaws.\(^6\) It is therefore difficult for users to know when they

---

\(^3\) Reid and Harrigan, 2012.

\(^4\) Ethan Heilman, Leen AlShenibr, Foteini Baldimtsi, Alessandra Scafuro, and Sharon Goldberg, “TumbleBit: An Untrusted Bitcoin-Compatible Anonymous Payment Hub,” International Association for Cryptologic Research, 2016. TumbleBit is a protocol that mixes transactions among various parties to hide identities.

\(^5\) This attack uses the fact that inputs and outputs from each participant in mixing must match to identify individuals that participated, based on matching the inputs and outputs. See Kristov Atlas, “Weak Privacy Guarantees for SharedCoin Mixing Service,” security advisory blog post, June 9, 2014a.

\(^6\) TOR is an internet infrastructure that obscures users’ network activity and location, which improves anonymity. Alex Biryukov and Ivan Pustogarov, “Bitcoin over Tor Isn’t a
have been successful at evading deanonymization and detection. For this reason, Bitcoin is not trustworthy as anonymous in the face of technically sophisticated adversaries. Even with a cryptocurrency that is more effectively anonymous than Bitcoin, there are no guarantees that anonymity will stand up to concerted efforts to attack it.

Non-Bitcoin cryptocurrencies incorporate a variety of mechanisms to boost their anonymity by obfuscating transactions. DarkCoin (now Dash) employs the type of mixing discussed earlier by default, as do several other coins. These coins employ a variety of other methods for masking ownership, such as standard denominations to hide transaction amounts. Despite this, other avenues of deanonymization exist. The cryptonote protocol uses a cryptographic technique called “ring signatures” that enables pseudonym reuse while making it more difficult to associate it with a user spending money. This approach masks which public key was used for a transaction, making the blockchain a less public ledger. Modifications of this concept have been implemented that also allow transaction amounts to be obfuscated. Monero, the largest of these currencies, bills itself as “Secure, Private, and Untraceable” and has begun to gain adoption in online darknet markets for drugs, although it has only a small percentage of the value of Bitcoin. IP masking, which has been incorporated into Monero, is another technique to boost anonymity. Monero is, however, only the latest in a series of purportedly anonymous cryptocurrencies that seem poised to gain significant market share; others are Dash, BlackCoin, ShadowCash, and Zcash. Each has adherents, but none has found the


widespread adoption that Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other legal and less anonymous currencies have. Widespread adoption, in turn, comes with more acceptance and greater volume and also drives greater developer focus on usability. Usability, in turn, enables more terrorists to contemplate using cryptocurrencies, rather than a few technically adept members of the organizations.

Usability

Like many emerging technologies, cryptocurrencies are difficult for newcomers to use.\(^{11}\) Such easy-to-use alternatives as online wallets that manage funds for the user are problematic for surreptitious use because the service can both see details of what is being done and freeze funds; such wallets are similar to banks in that they are subject to anti-money laundering regulations. The regulatory approach in different jurisdictions and typical use patterns will be critical to understanding this in the future.

Methods of managing cryptocurrency anonymously require somewhat more technical sophistication, but general trends indicate that the technical sophistication of both users and the public is increasing, while cryptocurrency developers are increasing usability and working on making these systems more secure.\(^ {12} \) For example, Kristov Atlas published a book on using Bitcoin anonymously that is relatively user-friendly for those who are technically adept.\(^ {13} \) On the other hand, use of techniques that allow anonymity might, paradoxically, function as a “red flag” for intelligence services monitoring the use of these currencies. Additionally, even the use of sophisticated techniques will not necessarily provide anonymity in the face of a sophisticated opponent.

---


Security

Closely related to usability is security; as noted previously, there are trade-offs between them. Security is a critical need for any user of a monetary system, and cryptocurrencies have many potential weaknesses that traditional currencies do not share. For example, many formerly centrally run cryptocurrency exchanges, which allowed users to easily create online wallets, have been compromised. These compromises—both insider-driven and external—led to well-publicized losses of user funds. This type of loss is far from unknown in traditional banking, but the procedures for handling it make these losses unlikely to affect depositors.

The alternative to such centrally run systems is user-controlled wallets. The use of such wallets requires the user to secure the system. Hardware wallets, which allow users to store currencies in a dedicated device, are susceptible to a variety of attacks, from the highly technical to simple theft, and software wallets require the user to secure the system being used to store them. A compromise of the computer system could easily lead to a complete loss of funds; even in 2011, early in Bitcoin’s history, some computer viruses were found that stole bitcoin. Most users are not capable of fully securing a computer or smartphone holding cryptocurrency, and in other domains, even well-protected, fully offline systems have been hacked by sophisticated adversaries.

In addition to hacking, there is a possibility of protocol-level vulnerabilities: If there is a flaw in the software, or in the logic of how the system works, it could be exploited. Even if the code is secure, the standard assumption in cryptography is that systems and algorithms become less secure over time as flaws and attacks against the system

14 Miron Cuperman (devrandom) and Chris Taylor, “The Problem with Bitcoin Hardware Wallets (and possible solutions),” GitHub draft, March 9, 2014.

15 Adrian Covert, “There’s a Virus That Will Steal All Your Bitcoins,” Gizmodo.com, June 17, 2011.
are found; it is likely that this also would apply to cryptocurrency.\textsuperscript{16} As alternative cryptocurrencies become more widespread, attract academic interest, and become valuable enough for attackers to want to steal, they are likely to experience the same types of attacks that have been waged against Bitcoin. For example, the ring signature schemes used in some cryptocurrencies have been found to provide no anonymity, leaving the systems vulnerable to attack.\textsuperscript{17}

It is unclear how difficult it will be to use these currencies securely in the future. We expect that concerns about security will decrease over time if no such breaches occur. Nonetheless, terrorist groups still might not trust these systems, especially because they are largely designed and maintained by people working in Western countries.

**Acceptance**

The limited reach of cryptocurrencies at present is a significant challenge, especially in the regions where terrorist groups operate. For example, despite the large network of Bitcoin-accepting vendors and services, there are few Bitcoin ATMs in the Middle East; outside of Israel, the only such ATM operating as of January 2018 was a deposit-only ATM in Jubail, Saudi Arabia, with a deposit limit of $500–$600.\textsuperscript{18} The future trajectory of these currency technologies is uncertain, but if and when consumer use increases across the world, it will make use by terrorists much more plausible. Generally, however, the conditions needed to allow terrorist groups to establish themselves and flourish,

\textsuperscript{16} Because current transactions are secured with a given level of security, with a specific key size and algorithm, increasing computational power and attacks against the methods used will reduce that security. Typically, systems are upgraded to use more-recent and more-secure algorithms and larger and more-secure key lengths, but this cannot guard the anonymity of past transactions.

\textsuperscript{17} Shen Noether, “Broken Crypto in Shadowcash,” archived shnoe Wordpress blog, February 11, 2016.

such as failed states and lack of government oversight, might make the technological infrastructure needed for cryptocurrencies infeasible.\textsuperscript{19}

**Reliability**

The newness and instability of cryptocurrency as a whole, and of specific cryptocurrencies, might create concerns about reliability. Bitcoin’s price instability is the obvious example, but additional reliability issues exist—especially if support for the currency declines—and could lead to developers abandoning a project or a lack of commercial support by exchanges. Most cryptocurrencies that have been launched are abandoned or shut down, some because of neglect, and others because of scams or attacks.

These problems are less severe for short-term uses, which cover many potential uses by terrorist groups. The stability of a cryptocurrency system depends on typical market risks and the continuing involvement of developers, interest of miners, and the ecosystem of applications that support the currency.\textsuperscript{20} For this reason, it is unclear how many of the newer cryptocurrencies will last.\textsuperscript{21} These factors matter primarily in the medium-to-long term, not in the short term, when money would be transferred in and out of such a currency quickly.


\textsuperscript{20} Mining is the process by which transactions are irreversibly locked into the blockchain so that transactions cannot be altered later. Those who participate in the mining process (i.e., miners) compete to find the solution to a very difficult cryptographic function, called a “hash function.”

\textsuperscript{21} As of the beginning of 2017, five of the ten largest cryptocurrencies by market cap are less than two years old.
Volume

Transaction volume is a critical limitation for reliable transfer. Low volume makes the price more sensitive to transactions and makes the transfer of large amounts of money expensive; the price increases when the currency is purchased by those trying to transfer the money and drops again when it is sold at the other end. Because of this, large transaction volumes are important for any terrorist group attempting to use a particular cryptocurrency. This is a particularly critical concern for smaller and newer cryptocurrencies, in addition to concerns about the security and reliability of any new system.

The other critical problem with low volume is the traceability of transactions. This problem manifests in two ways. As mentioned earlier, large transactions have impacts on price; demand increases are reflected in publicly visible prices, making the transaction nonanonymous. In addition, a public ledger, even one with robust technical anonymity, cannot mask the fact that large volumes or high-value single transactions appear. Because transactions are posted publicly for all to see (including law enforcement), changes in average volume are easy to detect. Thus, a sudden spike in volume is enough to attract attention.

Implications of the Properties of Cryptocurrencies

These technical aspects of cryptocurrencies are important to terrorist organizations, but which aspects matter most depend on how groups attempt to use them. In Table 3.1, we provide an estimate of the relative importance of these properties for the activities discussed in Chapter Two. Each box is scored and shaded as of “critical importance” (gray), “moderate importance” (light gray), or “lesser importance” (white). By critical importance, we mean that the cryptocurrency property is essential to the terrorist activity, and without the property, the activity could not be supported. By moderate importance, we mean that the cryptocurrency property is moderately important to the terrorist activity, because either the property has an impact on only a subset of the activities, or there are work-arounds that allow the terrorist activi-
ties to be supported. Finally, by *lesser importance*, we mean that the cryptocurrency property may be convenient, but its absence has little impact on the terrorist activity.

**Fundraising**
For fundraising, the anonymity of donors and recipients is moderately important. In some nations, it is illegal to provide material support to known terrorist organizations, which could serve as a deterrent to donors. Recipients likewise may require anonymity, particularly from the authorities. Usability—or the ease of individual use and management of funds—is critically important to donors and recipients alike. Security is moderately important for fundraising, which would ensure that funds are not lost to interception. Acceptance and reliability are relatively convenient but are less important with regard to fundraising, because only the donor and recipient require access to the cryptocurrency infrastructure, incomplete transactions could be re-initiated, and price instability would have an impact only when the recipient sought to spend the donations for the organization’s needs. Finally, volume is moderately important for this activity, particularly because the ability of a cryptocurrency to support (and hide) large-scale transactions would enable deep-pocketed donors to make large donations to a terrorist organization.

**Illegal Drug and Arms Trafficking**
For illegal drug and arms trafficking, terrorist organizations require anonymity and high security to avoid detection by the authorities during and after the transaction. Usability is relatively convenient but less important, because a small set of individuals with the skills to use the currencies would be required on either end of the transaction. Likewise, widespread acceptance of the cryptocurrency is convenient but less important because only a few people engage in these transactions. The reliability of the cryptocurrency is moderately important, mostly because transaction partners may have little trust in one another, and problems with transactions could be erroneously attributed to intentional deceit, fatally disrupting the transaction. Finally, although some illegal drug and arms transactions might be large, we rate volume as
less important in the cryptocurrency infrastructure because users may be presumed sophisticated enough to hide large transactions in a series of smaller transactions.

**Remittance and Transfer**
For remittance and transfer activities, as with fundraising, anonymity is moderately important in order to avoid attention and detection by the authorities. Usability is convenient but less important because few users are required to remit or transfer funds and can presumably acquire the skills needed to do so. Security, on the other hand, is very important for this activity, because the remitted or transferred funds will likely be in large amounts and be vulnerable to theft or detection. Wide acceptance is convenient but less important because the number of users engaging in these transactions will likely be small. However, both reliability and volume are very important for this activity because assured transfer of large amounts (with stable currency) is routinely required.

**Attack Funding**
For attack funding, anonymity—particularly, the anonymity of the attacker—is highly important to avoid detection prior to the operation. Usability is convenient but less important; we assess that attackers and their handlers would be motivated to acquire the skills needed to employ cryptocurrencies to remit funds. Like anonymity, security is highly important to avoid revealing the planned attack prior to its execution. We assess wide acceptance to be moderately important because access to the cryptocurrency infrastructure may otherwise be delimiting. Reliability is very important, because transfer of funds to support attacks may be time-sensitive and may be disrupted if prices are unstable (particularly exchange rates with fiat currencies). Finally, volume is convenient but less important because most terrorist attack operations are relatively low-cost and involve few people.

**Operational Funding**
Operational funding—that is, funding the day-to-day operations of the terrorist organization—will require relatively less anonymity, because
most transactions will involve mundane (and mostly legal) support. Likewise, usability is convenient but less important; transactions will likely occur in relatively controlled conditions and among a limited set of users who can presumably obtain the necessary skills. Security of both the transactions and management of the funds is highly important because amounts would be relatively large and the structure of the organizational funding would reveal the scope and scale of the operation. Acceptance is moderately important because operational funding would involve transactions with periphery organizations providing services (such as food, communications, etc.). Likewise, the reliability of the cryptocurrency and its infrastructure would be moderately important to support trust among transaction partners and ensure budgetary coherence in the face of unstable prices. Finally, volume is highly important because supporting operations is likely the largest ongoing expense to the organization and thus would require large dollar amounts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.1</th>
<th>Assessment of Terrorist Finance Activities with Respect to Cryptocurrency Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fundraising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anonymity</td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usability</td>
<td>Critical importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceptance</td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Lesser importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

Security in the cryptocurrency infrastructure is of moderate to high importance for terrorist organizations, yet current cryptocurrencies are vulnerable to a variety of cyberattacks, as we discuss in the next chapter. Even newer currencies that are thought to improve security are subject to significant scrutiny as new security vulnerabilities are discovered over time. When we consider all our assessments together, including such other important properties as the reliability and volume of the cryptocurrency market, we find that no current cryptocurrency can address all of the terrorist organizations’ financial needs. However, we note that, particularly with improved usability, cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin may be appealing to use in fundraising, and some evidence is emerging that terrorist organizations may be using cryptocurrencies for this purpose.\textsuperscript{22} Thus, we conclude that current cryptocurrencies are generally not well matched with the totality of features that would be needed and desirable to the terrorist groups examined.

However, that does not preclude the use of cryptocurrencies for such activities as fundraising, for which Bitcoin might provide an attractive path as usability enhancements are made. Nonetheless, all terrorist organization finance activities require moderate or high security, and no current cryptocurrency could likely provide the requisite required security. Given the importance of security, we discuss the vulnerabilities of cryptocurrencies in the next chapter.

Given the importance of security to terrorist organizational finance, as described in the previous chapter, it is worth discussing several of the technical attacks that law enforcement and others could use to thwart the surreptitious use of cryptocurrency by terrorist organizations. Most of the challenge to terrorist use of cryptocurrencies comes from sophisticated countries, which “have a level of expertise and sophistication sufficient to discover new vulnerabilities in systems and to exploit them.”¹ The attacks discussed in this chapter almost all require that level of sophistication.²

The problems terrorist organizations might face from their adversaries, therefore, are potentially considerable. Importantly, only a few of these attacks are available to significantly less sophisticated actors, as we note.


² The attacks discussed require much less capability than at least some Western governments are capable of deploying. As Gosler and Von Thaer note, “Tiers V and VI attackers can invest large amounts of money (billions) and time (years) to actually create vulnerabilities in systems, including systems that are otherwise strongly protected.” But attackers “will usually try lower-tier exploits first before exposing their most advanced capabilities,” so the lower tier is the most salient (2013, p. 2).
Classification of Attacks Against Cryptocurrency Use

Several different types of attacks could be mounted against a cryptocurrency system. The types of attack that are most important in this context are (1) deanonymization, (2) spending denial, (3) theft, and (4) systemic attacks. Deanonymization, which we discussed in the previous chapter, involves revealing the identity of cryptocurrency users. Spending denial involves preventing certain transactions from being processed by the network or included in the blockchain. Once a target is known, this type of attack could allow an adversary to make the terrorist organization’s money unspendable, either temporarily or permanently. Theft, on the other hand, requires the compromise or theft of the private key of the targeted individual or the compromise of other aspects of the cryptography underlying the system. The most drastic type of attack is a systemic attack, one that shuts down the network running the blockchain, thereby stopping the use of the system for all users.

We also classify attack types in terms of their visibility as offline, passive, active, and blatant.

Offline attacks are ways to deanonymize transactions without participating in the system at all, which includes most types of statistical and side-channel attacks. These can occur in real time but require no connection to the blockchain.

Passive attacks require data collection but not activity that interferes with the system or action that is noticeable to typical outside observers. For instance, to collect the IP addresses of individuals transmitting transactions, an adversary might run a Bitcoin node or nodes, or collect internet traffic data. Similarly, by participating in coin-mix systems, an attacker could reduce the resulting anonymity advantage.

Active attacks require specific, but surreptitious, involvement in the system. This may include some “spending denial” attacks, in which
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someone is prevented from having a transaction approved. These attacks, while potentially or obviously detectable by the attacked party, are not obvious to an outside observer. A simple version of such an attack involves guessing or stealing a password, but these attacks also can be very complex.

Blatant attacks, as the name implies, are clearly visible to the public or the target. These attacks include distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks against a user’s computer, taking down servers, or compromising a currency exchange or an online wallet provider to seize or redirect the funds of a target. This is the primary means to carry out a systemic attack: The action, and typically the result, is public. The Flame attack, a sophisticated blatant attack, exploited a problem with Microsoft’s verification of software updates, a fact that was not possible to hide once the attack was found.4

Table 4.1 summarizes the main types of attacks against cryptocurrencies and their characteristics.

Sophisticated Attacks
Very sophisticated attack vectors also exist. These vectors can provide a broad set of capabilities and attack methods for the most sophisticated actors and could make any of the attack types easier. Sophisticated attacks include software supply chain attacks, backdoors, and cryptographic attacks.

In a software supply chain attack, a vulnerability is introduced into the system by an attacker somewhere in the supply chain prior to the ultimate target. An example of this is the 2017 NotPetya attacks, which were disguised as ransomware but actually were simpler attacks against targeted computer systems located mostly in Ukraine. One vector for the infection was a supply chain attack, in which a software update server was hacked, and then the attackers distributed the virus to the targets disguised as a legitimate update.5


A backdoor is a software vulnerability introduced purposefully to allow an attacker access at a later time. For example, Juniper Networks, a firewall and networking equipment vendor, experienced a backdoor and a cryptographic vulnerability in some of their products introduced through a supply chain attack. The backdoor allowed the attacker to access and control the devices once they were purchased from Juniper and installed, and also to decrypt supposedly encrypted traffic.6

A cryptographic attack allows an attacker to significantly reduce or eliminate the security provided by encryption. This approach is especially powerful in the case of cryptocurrency and could allow theft, counterfeiting, or almost any other type of attack against the system. In the case of the previously mentioned Juniper Networks attack, a vulnerability allowed decryption of encrypted traffic by changing the source code, thus introducing a hard-to-detect cryptographic vulner-
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ability into the encryption scheme. There are methods to circumvent the possibility of many of these attacks, such as by transmitting private keys to transactions as a means of transferring money outside of the blockchain to avoid computer-based theft of the keys, but such methods are, at best, difficult to implement.

**Usefulness of Different Attack Types Against Terrorist Organizations**

In addition to considering the classes of attack, their sophistication, and their visibility, we wanted to understand how useful different attack types are as a way to attack terrorist organizations. This can be understood by considering the vulnerabilities, threats, and impact associated with each class of attack. In this discussion, it is helpful to differentiate between the direct effects of an attack on terrorist organizations, the future implications of the attack, and the uncertainty created because of not knowing what types of attacks are available to the organizations' adversaries.

**Spending Denial**

A simple spending denial attack would be obvious to the account holder; attackers would continually block transactions, thus ensuring that no currency is spent. The attacker could create an economic incentive for cryptocurrency miners to disallow certain transactions or not include a transaction in the blockchain; the miners, in turn, would commit to forking (splitting) the blockchain if a particular account spends money in a transaction. This type of attack requires significant computational power and would be public. Similarly, temporary spending denial is possible by attacking the Bitcoin network as a whole, attacking the nodes connecting the key owner to the internet, or completely disabling their internet access.

A much simpler and more surreptitious alternative would be to delete or otherwise corrupt the keys that allow access to the account;
if those keys are rendered inaccessible (and backups do not exist), the money would be unusable. This type of attack could be offline, or at least not visibly online, although the target would know that he or she lost access. On the other hand, such an attack would require significantly more information about the users’ systems, operational setup, and/or location. Additionally, proper key backup and operational security could frustrate this class of attack.

**Theft**

A different tactic that can be used against a cryptocurrency user, whether licit or illicit, is to hack their computer or get access to their cryptographic keys and submit transactions to transfer the currency into a different account. This form of theft has been demonstrated repeatedly in various forms.\(^8\) Such an attack can take the form of compromising the cryptographic keys to the account, either via exfiltration (stealing) or by exploiting cryptographic weaknesses. Alternatively, such an attack could involve compromising the security of the computer being used for the transactions. These attacks would need to be active but might not be particularly obvious or provable; funds can be stolen so that the attack is not obvious to anyone but the target.

**Systemic Attacks**

There is a variety of attacks that can temporarily or permanently make a blockchain inaccessible or inoperable. This could be accomplished by an attack on the systems the blockchain relies on, such as internet architecture, but such an attack could cause significant collateral damage because it would affect a large swath of the internet.\(^9\) Alternatively, a DDoS attack, if large enough, could prevent the use of the system as a whole indefinitely, either by disabling key parts of internet infrastructure or by attacking bitcoin miners directly. Such an attack
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would require much less sophistication and would be harder to attribute, if deniability is desired.

**Backdoors and Software Supply Chain**

Much attention has been given to the threat of “50-percent attacks” on a blockchain network, which would allow a variety of both obvious and nonobvious attacks.\(^1\) These types of attacks have been considered to be infeasible against large networks, such as Bitcoin, but this is not necessarily true. For example, attackers could compromise mining pools instead of building hash power themselves—as they did in 2014.\(^1\) This could be done surreptitiously via software supply chain or mining server attacks, especially if the compromised servers were used for nonobvious attacks, such as spending denial or deanonymization. At one point in 2014, a single pool controlled more than 50 percent of the network hash power; while the network has become more decentralized, it has long been the case that fewer than six pools control significantly more than half of the total hash power.\(^1\)

**Confidence Attacks**

The perceived sophistication of actors and the unclear level of security in any cryptocurrency system ensure that confidence plays a critical role. Because of the history of weaknesses in cryptographic systems, whether technical or nontechnical, there is a concern that backdoors might have been introduced (intentionally or accidentally) in the cryptographic primitives used to secure these systems, in the system’s hardware or software, or in the random number generators used by the
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\(^1\) Fifty-percent attacks mean that more than 50 percent of the miners control the blockchain hash rate (i.e., computing power), allowing these controlling miners to introduce incorrect information into the blockchain in order to steal bitcoins or perpetrate other malfeasance.


\(^1\) Joel Hruska, “One Bitcoin Group Now Controls 51% of Total Mining Power, Threatening Entire Currency’s Safety,” Exteremtech.com, June 16, 2014.
system. This concern exists despite a history of significant surreptitious criminal use of cryptographic systems; it would be difficult for terrorist organizations to be confident that the backdoors or discovered vulnerabilities that could compromise their funds are not being held in reserve for exactly such a use.

**Differences in Vulnerabilities for More Sophisticated Cryptocurrencies**

As mentioned earlier, there are still significant downsides to these more sophisticated cryptographic techniques, starting with the fact that they are not well tested. Therefore, new vulnerabilities may emerge as threats both to anonymity and to the security of the currency itself. Cryptographic security varies over time as new attacks are uncovered and as previously strong cryptosystems become susceptible to newer cryptanalytic techniques and faster computers.

Despite this concern, it is unlikely that efforts to secure cryptocurrencies will disappear even if such newer cryptocurrencies as Zcash or Monero fail; anonymous transactions equivalent to Zcash offline transfers also have been used on the Ethereum blockchain, and ring signatures are in use in other systems.

There is a case to be made that Zcash and related systems will enable more convenient and easier enforcement of anti-money laundering laws than current cryptocurrencies—or even than current national currencies. If it is implemented in conjunction with authorities, the infrastructure that enables view keys and transactions that can be private while retaining provable ownership could be a boon to law enforcement. On the other hand, it is very possible for an implementation of the same technology to be designed to avoid law enforcement and enable easier money laundering.

---


Conclusion

In the near future, the available classes of attacks seem to show that there are few ways in which terrorist organizations can confidently use cryptocurrency systems anonymously because deanonymization is always plausible. At the same time, there are few ways for terrorist organizations to be stopped without clearly alerting them that they have been discovered. These advantages and disadvantages mean that there is real potential for terrorist groups to use cryptocurrencies for some purposes, despite little to no evidence that they are currently doing so and even though there is reason to think that terrorist groups would be hesitant to rely on these systems. Because of this uncertainty, it is important to continue monitoring these systems for signs that significant terrorist use is becoming more plausible. We discuss this issue in the next chapter.
CHAPTER FIVE

Future Viability of Cryptocurrencies

As terrorist methods and cryptocurrencies develop, the utility of these approaches and systems for terrorist organizations remains unclear. Nevertheless, there are many factors that could signal an uptick in the importance of cryptocurrencies to terrorist organizations. We expect that there will be some use of cryptocurrencies by terrorist groups, but the extent of that use will depend on the viability of these systems.

The primary factors that will increase viability for use by terrorist organizations are broader use, better anonymity, lax or inconsistent regulation with associated improved security, and adoption in adjacent markets. Conversely, the primary factors that will decrease viability for use by terrorist organizations are continued instability and infighting in the community, robust international regulation and law enforcement in conjunction with the intelligence community, and increasing or continuing security breaches and hacks of systems. We briefly discuss each of these factors in this chapter.

Factors Increasing the Viability of Cryptocurrency Use

Broader Use of Cryptocurrency
A first indicator that cryptocurrency is becoming more feasible for use by terrorist organizations is that the market continues to grow. A growing market presumably will require increased reliability of the system and more-widespread usage. Growth will increase the volume of transactions—a critical limitation of current systems—and greater adoption of these systems will spur improvements in ease of use. As
use becomes more common across the world, the current lack of acceptance of these systems, especially in areas where terrorist organizations operate, could disappear.

**More Use of Anonymous Cryptocurrencies**

Widespread adoption of second-generation cryptocurrencies with advanced privacy features will enable more illicit use of these systems. The competition among cryptocurrencies has led to a huge first-mover advantage for Bitcoin. Its status as the original cryptocurrency, combined with the current size of the market, makes it difficult for altcoins to gain significant traction.

Currently, despite an increase in their use, altcoins are not a large part of the total cryptocurrency market, which is still almost completely dominated by Bitcoin. Monero, which was launched as a more privacy conscious alternative to Bitcoin, has seen its value increase significantly, although it is still worth less than 2 percent of Bitcoin’s value.\(^1\) The even more recent Zcash is worth only 10 percent of that amount, which is clearly insufficient for it to be more than a minor part of the total cryptocurrency ecosystem, both for criminals and for legitimate users.

Because CTF is used heavily to “make it harder for individuals . . . financing terrorist organizations to access the formal financial system,” pseudonymity and unlinkable transactions are particularly worrisome characteristics of the cryptocurrency system.\(^2\) Zarate notes that “this strategy [to deter future donors] required ensuring that such financiers understood there could be a dangerous, direct cost to them and their financial futures if they continued to finance these activities.”\(^3\)
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Lax or Inconsistent Regulatory Oversight

Another indicator of increased viability is lax or inconsistent regulatory oversight. At the time of this writing, regulatory oversight in the United States, Europe, and China makes it difficult to obtain bitcoin anonymously on an exchange. The regulatory oversight, however, is somewhat limited: In the United States, oversight does not cover non-exchange transactions, such as those brokered by localbitcoins.com, and does not cover fully on-blockchain transactions that occur outside of a regulated entity, such as trading one cryptocurrency for another.\(^4\)

It is also unclear to what extent there is cross-country cooperation in sharing this information, which could be used to deanonymize a large part of unobscured global cryptocurrency usage. This leaves only the more privacy-centric cryptocurrencies.

Even if the anonymous cryptocurrencies are not heavily used, they could be part of a money-laundering chain. Currently, more than 90 percent of total Monero volume is accounted for by currency exchange into or out of bitcoin, although almost all is on a single U.S.-based exchange, which has anti-money laundering reporting requirements. If trading occurs on one of the European exchanges, such as HitBTC, there is regulatory oversight, although the degree of oversight depends on the specific country involved. However, if trading occurs on a decentralized exchange or on one domiciled in a country without regulatory oversight of cryptocurrency (either purposefully or because of a lack of expertise), the transactions could become much harder to trace.

Use in Complementary and Adjacent Markets

Increased use of cryptocurrencies in complementary and adjacent markets could indicate their increased viability among terrorist organizations. Some counterfeiting operations have begun to use darknet markets, and there is a significant trade in stolen credit cards and identities
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in these markets. The largest component of these markets, however, is illegal drugs. A recent RAND report looking at darkweb markets notes that “data suggested monthly revenues for international cryptomarkets in double-digit million dollars [in illegal drug sales alone].” This is a very small percentage of the total market for illicit goods, but it does show some signs of adoption of cryptocurrency.

Potentially more worrisome is the combination of illicit uses and more-anonymous currencies, although this adoption is taking some time. Monero was launched in April 2014 and began to be adopted by darkweb markets only in late 2016. The current volume of Monero is unlikely to account for more than a percentage of that, even if the currency were used heavily for that purpose. On the other hand, the price of Monero jumped more than sevenfold in the immediate aftermath of its inclusion in these markets, suggesting that the use was (and is) not insubstantial.

Concerns that Monero, Zcash, or other new technologies have already become “the new cybercrime currency,” however, are premature (or misguided). Evidence to date shows that criminals are using these currencies sparsely, if at all—and, in the case of Zcash, the only substantiated criminal use seems to be botnets for mining Zcash.

---

6 Kruithof et al., 2016.
8 In the weeks after Monero’s introduction into the market, the price dropped, although it stabilized at three times its previous value and has climbed more since then. Additionally, the volume climbed by an even larger multiple and remained significantly higher (Coin Market Cap, “Crypto-Currency Market Capitalizations—Monero [XMR],” undated[b]).
10 A botnet refers to a network of private computers infected with malicious software and controlled without the owners’ knowledge. Alexander Gostev, “Zcash, or the Return of Malicious Miners,” Secure List, blog post, Kaspersky Lab, December 12, 2016.
However, as seen with Monero, darkweb markets take time to incorporate new currencies into their systems. Therefore, although new currencies are not likely to supplant Bitcoin for illicit uses in the short term, it would be surprising if any technology were not used by criminals in various ways eventually.

**Factors Decreasing the Viability of Cryptocurrency Use**

**Continued Infighting Within and Among Cryptocurrencies**

Significant uncertainty and infighting have plagued many cryptocurrencies as they grow. To the extent that this leads to uncertainty, it will decrease wider adoption of cryptocurrency, and therefore make cryptocurrency use less viable for terrorist groups. The decentralized nature of governance and management of these currencies makes it difficult for systems to significantly evolve once sufficient diversity exists among users, miners, investors, and other supporters. This has already led to significant infighting, tensions, and blockchain forks in both Bitcoin and Ethereum. These issues have clear negative impacts on the adoption of the technology, especially because the noncryptocurrency alternatives are well understood and stable, with known risks.

It is unclear whether there is a solution that allows for these currencies to be managed without crises that undermine confidence and make the currencies less viable. On the other hand, these are clear problems that are becoming better understood by users and developers, so solutions are being sought. If destabilizing disputes are resolved amicably, even without a clear mechanism for the future, it will provide evidence of some amount of future stability. Otherwise, both industry—which is hesitant to invest in developing the tools and infrastructure to deal with such crises—and regular users who are concerned about the stability and future value of their investments will have less trust in these currencies. That lack of trust discourages terrorist use of cryptocurrencies and slows many of the critical enablers mentioned earlier.
Robust International Regulation and Law Enforcement

Law enforcement cooperation in cybersecurity domains and cryptocurrency markets will be a critical enabler for deanonymization and tracking of funds. In other domains, especially traditional law enforcement, there are multiple options and organizations enabling coordination among regulators and law enforcement personnel. This can be seen in the very widely accepted international crackdowns on child pornography, and, to a lesser extent, in international tracking and prosecution of drug smuggling and money laundering. A critical enabler of this coordination is shared goals. In domains like cybersecurity, there is a complex relationship between countries where intelligence agencies both cooperate and compete, making coordination much harder.

There are a few places where we will see this coordination and cooperation occurring—or not. Fighting darkweb markets provides one useful case study of how this will or will not be done. Multinational cooperation in these new domains requires collaboration between both law enforcement and intelligence, as well as cross-border busts. The channels built for this coordination will both parallel those for CTF and be reused for it.

In a very different way, we will see a clear indication of reduced opportunity for use if these currencies are brought into the regulated financial markets. This would restrict the freedom to transact without providing an identity, but if the freedom of transactions is significantly curtailed, it harms trust in privacy more generally. For this reason, this type of regulation is of great concern to many developers and early backers of cryptocurrency, who view cryptocurrency as a way to evade the shortcomings of traditional financial institutions and state control. The conflict between these groups tilts in favor of regulation as adoption becomes more widespread but will be limited by misalignments or incomplete coordination between countries.

Lastly, there is the possibility of cryptocurrency as an enabler for law enforcement and regulators. Despite cryptocurrency’s origins as an antistablishment alternative, some features make movement in the opposite direction plausible. Exchanges can be explicitly designed for auditing and tracking of funds, and privacy from the public may be preserved while auditability and visibility by regulators are maintained.
Similarly, Zcash, which was designed explicitly for privacy, has features that will allow easier regulatory compliance than either earlier systems or potentially current monetary systems, because the auditing would be built into the protocol. If the systems that are most widely used are incorporated into the regulatory system and those that are incompatible are abandoned or remain marginal because of lack of support, then terrorist groups and other illicit actors may find that the digital world is less, not more, hospitable.

**Increasing or Continuing Security Breaches and Hacks of Systems**
A series of fraudulent exchanges, theft of improperly secured monies, and similar mishaps have plagued cryptocurrency since it became valuable. Some of these security breaches are arguably because of user error and misplaced trust, but they still serve as evidence to most observers that cryptocurrency is unsafe. Other problems show fundamental weaknesses in normal usage of the system: Unencrypted wallets on internet-connected machines and address reuse are now known to be unfortunate mistakes. If similar issues continue to be discovered and exploited, trust in cryptocurrency systems will remain low.

**Conclusion**
The utility of cryptocurrencies in the future, as both terrorist methods and cryptocurrencies develop, is unclear. Nonetheless, several recent advances in cryptocurrencies will facilitate their use by the most sophisticated groups that threaten terrorism against Western countries, and the use of cryptocurrencies will be especially enabling for actors that already engage in transnational fundraising and criminal activities. Our research shows that, should a single cryptocurrency emerge that provides widespread adoption, better anonymity, improved security, and that is subject to lax or inconsistent regulation, then the potential utility of this cryptocurrency, as well as the potential for its use by terrorist organizations, would increase. Even if no such currency emerges, there will be some use by terrorist groups, but the extent of that use will depend on the currency’s viability. In particular, factors that tend
to discourage use include continued instability and infighting in the cryptocurrency community, cooperation between international law enforcement and the intelligence community, and developments in regulation and enforcement.

The indications here provide only a rough guide to how cryptocurrency is most likely to be used, which methods are important to investigate, and which sources of funds are most important to monitor or intercept. As time passes, it will become more obvious how cryptocurrency will and will not be used. As these uncertainties are resolved, terrorist groups will evolve in ways that are unlikely to be fully predictable but will be partially observable over time. The operational challenge of CTF will need to change as well.
Current concerns about cryptocurrency as a significant enabler of terrorist groups are almost certainly overblown, but coming improvements in cryptocurrency technologies will likely have a significant long-term effect on CTF. The speed at which these technologies are adopted, and the details of which technologies are used and how they are deployed, are critical uncertainties that have important operational impacts. These operational challenges are partly extending current methods of CTF and partly adapting methods from computer security.

Impending change from traditional financial methods to more sophisticated “fintech” (i.e., financial technology) will pose challenges, starting with the addition of new sources to monitor and investigate. This does not necessarily require intentional use by terrorist organizations but simply can be a byproduct of banks changing their practices. For example, the U.S. Treasury “has access to unique financial data about flows of funds within the international financial and commercial system,” which is invaluable for tracking illicit flows of money.¹ These sources are potentially imperiled by the trend toward debanking finance via cryptocurrencies, because the adoption of cryptocurrencies might enable secure international fund transfers without needing the current centralized system—perhaps using such cryptocurrency systems as Ripple that exist outside the traditional financial system.

The financial community is historically very conservative, and this has made the tracking of funds a well-understood specialized dis-

¹ Zarate, 2013, p. 137.
cipline of forensic accounting. Modern cryptocurrencies are potentially much more flexible, and this may create challenges in financial accounting that look like those involved in attributing and preventing computer intrusions. The field of cryptocurrencies is much less certain, much more dynamic, and one in which innovations might allow terrorist groups to circumvent monitoring. On the other hand, it is a field where sophistication matters; money laundering may be made harder to detect when conducted by sophisticated actors, but many terrorist groups’ technical abilities are not currently suited to this type of activity.
Bitcoin, which was launched by the pseudonymous Satoshi Nakamoto in early 2009, is both a protocol for securely storing and transmitting tokens (virtual coins) and the name of the unit of value in the system. By 2012, a nascent economy had sprung up around the currency, including exchanges to and from traditional fiat currencies and the darknet market Silk Road. The various licit and illicit uses for bitcoin (as well as speculation) led to a significant increase in the price and a variety of news stories that brought Bitcoin into the public eye.

Simultaneously, a series of alternate cryptocurrencies was launched with varying levels of success, many of which have been near-clones of Bitcoin. Such so-called “altcoins” have generally had only minor modifications from Bitcoin’s technical and operational parameters.¹

**Bitcoin**

In brief, Bitcoin can be understood as revolving around a public ledger called the *blockchain*, which is maintained by an online distributed network of computers that track transactions and maintain a complete history of verified transactions.² Bitcoin is “distributed” in that anyone
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¹ Such parameters include the frequency of rewards, number of coins generated, and cryptographic systems and related cryptographic parameters used.

² For a technical explanation of Bitcoin and related currencies, see Andreas M. Antonopoulos, *Mastering Bitcoin: Programming the Open Blockchain*, Sebastopol, Calif.: O’Reilly Media, Inc., 2017; and Arvind Narayanan, Joseph Bonneau, Edward W. Felten, Andrew Miller, and
can participate in all aspects of its operations, including all transactions, but no single participant has control. Anyone with an internet connection can view or submit new transactions to the public ledger. These new transactions are then validated and appended by the distributed network; the validation process occurs in groups, or “blocks,” of transactions, and the process of appending them is the “chaining” operation referenced in the name “blockchain.”

One of the central challenges for a digital currency for which Bitcoin has provided a solution is maintaining the anonymity of transaction participants while unambiguously and securely proving ownership of transacted funds. In order for Bitcoin to support anonymity and transaction ownership, transaction participants are identified by a unique string of random numbers rather than by a name or other personal information. This anonymity is weak because, although the string of numbers is random, if that string is used multiple times as an identity, it can be used to track transactions over time and correlate people to the random identifiers they use. As a result, the Bitcoin Foundation recommends that users change their identifying string with each new transaction, which is done by default by most Bitcoin clients today. (The random string that identifies users has a second important purpose: It constitutes the mechanism by which participants prove their anonymous ownership over the currency.)

As discussed in an earlier RAND report, it is worth stressing that a user does not own bitcoins. Rather, a user has the right to spend bitcoins associated with addresses and private keys. The private keys,
in aggregate, are referred to as a bitcoin “wallet,” and this collection of keys can be used to transact the bitcoins associated with addresses. Accordingly, a bitcoin wallet is actually the requisite information proving ownership of bitcoins. The addresses themselves are based on a public/private key pair that is generated cryptographically. The private key allows the coins to be spent in a new transaction. It is conceptually similar to having an address with a locked mailbox: Anyone can deliver mail, but only someone with the key can take letters out and send them to a new address, thereby transferring or spending them. In this case, no one necessarily knows who has the key, and the mailboxes are on the blockchain.

**Mining** is the process by which transactions are irreversibly locked into the blockchain so that transactions cannot be altered later. At a very high level, those who participate in the mining process—miners—compete to find the solution to a very difficult cryptographic function, called a “hash function.” Anyone with a computer can be a miner, although miners with more-powerful computers are able to find the solution more quickly than others. Importantly, the miner who finds the solution to the problem simultaneously validates and locks into place the set of all previous bitcoin transactions thus far. The reason that a miner wants to find such a solution is that he or she is rewarded with new bitcoin (hence the mining terminology). Two important takeaways of the mining process are: (1) Bitcoin is secure because it incentivizes people to secure it through the mining process, and (2) anyone who can sufficiently subvert the mining process can subvert the security of Bitcoin.

---

5 More-complex transaction types allow a group of different keys to sign a single transaction together, with many inputs and many outputs. This can allow a single person to spend multiple previous outputs, multiple people to pay for something together, or multiple people to “mix” their bitcoins, making it unclear which input was sent to which output, providing additional privacy. Other complex transactions are possible, such as outputting the bitcoin to any account fulfilling some condition, requiring multiple distinct keys to spend the outputs, or locking the money for some period of time, but these transactions are less widely used. Some later cryptocurrencies (other than Bitcoin and its clones) have additional transaction types and capabilities.

6 There have been notable examples of bitcoins being stolen through hacking, but more recently, bitcoins have been stolen through a variety of attacks that subvert the mining pro-
Cryptocurrencies Other Than Bitcoin

By the end of 2013, it was clear that, although Bitcoin was becoming a more valuable system, most near-clone “altcoins” had little of value to offer as an alternative. New cryptocurrencies that were launched needed a clearer value proposition, and two significant alternatives were pursued: a series of significantly different uses for blockchain technology, many of which were less exclusively about currency, and newer cryptocurrencies with more-specific value propositions. Given the importance of illicit activities for the rise of Bitcoin, it is unsurprising that many of these newer cryptocurrencies enabled more flexibility for commerce and transactions, more privacy, or both.

This group of altcoins included Omni Layer (MasterCoin), BlackCoin, and Monero. They were touted as more private and secure but were therefore seemingly tailor-made for illicit activities that were already becoming a popular use for Bitcoin. Each has various features that enable illicit uses, such as privacy enhancing stealth addresses and transaction mixing, and assistance for illicit transactions such as built-in second-party escrow for transactions with untrusted third parties. Some of these innovations provide privacy protection that fundamentally changes the transparency around transactions that exist in Bitcoin without sacrificing their verifiability by the use of more-complex cryptographic mechanisms. At the time of this writing, the most popular of these is Monero. One of Bitcoin’s drawbacks is that users have a single pseudonymous identity that they then have to change, ideally after each transaction. By contrast, Monero uses special types of cryp-
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8 Bitcoin transactions from multiple, unrelated participants can be “mixed” prior to posting to the public ledger, which provides additional security by hiding the transaction amounts and the partners to the transactions.

9 Built-in second-party escrow services provide an intermediary who “holds” the bitcoins until each party to the transaction has notified the second party that the contract terms are satisfied, similar to the way real estate escrow companies hold deposits prior to closing.
cryptography mechanisms called “ring signatures” that enable pseudonym reuse while making it more difficult to associate a pseudonym with a user spending money and “stealth addresses” that hide the recipient.\textsuperscript{10}

Zcash represents a significant technical departure from previous cryptocurrencies. Launched in October 2016, Zcash allows transactions to transfer money held outside of the visible blockchain, so that transactions are no longer identified by an owner at all. This private mode of transaction is viewable only to the originator and those possessing a “view key” for the individual transaction, which allows them to see specific private transactions without revealing the user’s private key used to create the hidden transactions. Zcash is able to accomplish these advances through the use of Zero Knowledge Succinct Arguments of Knowledge (ZK-SnARKs). On the other hand, weaknesses in the system or the implementation could, in theory, allow different classes of attacks than those that apply to other systems.\textsuperscript{11} Additionally, the entire protocol is based on much more complex cryptographic setups and assumptions than earlier systems.\textsuperscript{12} Ultimately, Zcash provides the potential ability to use and transfer the currency offline, which could make it difficult or impossible for an external watcher (such as law enforcement) to trace illicit transactions.

\textsuperscript{10} More technically, ring signatures are when transactions are signed by one member of a group, but which member signed it cannot be determined. Thus, Monero allows individuals to maintain anonymity by making it difficult for someone watching the transaction to know whom it was by; not only is it unclear who the owner of the funds is, but it is also unclear which fund owner was the one who engaged in the transaction. Stealth addresses allow a recipient to determine that they received money to a new address using their existing private key without the spender revealing the corresponding public key.

\textsuperscript{11} No such weaknesses have been uncovered, and this is currently a purely theoretical concern. However, Zcash is a new and complex system, both of which make flaws harder for developers to notice and unlikely to be discovered quickly. The zero-knowledge methods used are very novel, and although the system has been developed and then vetted by leading cryptographers, similarly vetted and much less complex cryptographic systems often have had vulnerabilities uncovered years later.

\textsuperscript{12} These include the Common Reference String setup assumption and nonfalsifiable hardness assumptions. The drawbacks of relying on these assumptions are unclear; generally speaking, the more complex a cryptographic systems is, the more risky the setup.
Other cryptocurrencies and systems that employ the blockchain ledger technology that would allow similar capabilities are in development. Hawk is one proposed means of allowing fully private contracts and transactions on the Ethereum blockchain, which, among other new features, would allow users to engage in Zcash-like transactions where the users, amounts, and other details can be hidden.\(^\text{13}\) A different model for this is “ZCash over Ethereum,” which implements the Zcash protocol using Ethereum contracts, independent of the Zcash blockchain.
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